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Letter from Chair 

LeAnn Mynatt, Chair
TBA Environmental Law Section
Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz PC 
900 S Gay St Ste 2200 
Knoxville
Phone: (865) 549-7000
Email: lmynatt@bakerdonelson.com

Have you noticed?  The days are slowly starting to get longer.  The sun pops up
a little earlier and sets just a little later with each passing day.  Growing up, I
always longed for summer so I could discard both schoolbooks and shoes, but
I’ve grown to appreciate and anticipate each season.  I have March 29, 2008,
circled in red on my calendar: the first day of Spring.  Another sure sign that
Spring is imminent is the flyer I just received announcing TDEC’s 37th annual
Solid/Hazardous Waste Conference & Exhibition.  I’ve come to learn that this is
the place to see and be seen; to interact with consultants with whom I’ve been
working; to meet face-to-face colleagues I’ve been working with by phone; and
for the past few years, to obtain quality environmental CLE from regulators and
the regulated alike.  My law firm’s marketing coach once told me to set a goal
to be the best environmental lawyer in Tennessee.  I laughed and assured him I
wasn’t even the best environmental lawyer in my firm.  But in Gatlinburg I am
able to learn from the best.  I urge everyone to come to Gatlinburg this Spring
and take advantage of this rare opportunity.  You can discuss points of law with
TDEC’s attorneys in a nonadversiarial setting.  You can learn what’s coming
down the pike in new legislation.  You can understand what makes an
environmental case a criminal case.  This year we’re also going to review what’s
new with brownfields, discuss the U.S. Supreme Court Atlantic Research case,
and learn about the interplay between bankruptcy and environmental law.  You
can even get your ethics credits in Gatlinburg.  And I always look forward to the
opportunity to have breakfast with the Commissioner away from the confines of
our offices and jobs as advocates for our clients.  We hope to see you there.

37th Annual Solid/Hazardous Waste Conference & Exhibition

The conference begins at 9:00 am Wednesday morning April 30 and concludes
on Friday May 2 at the Gatlinburg Convention Center.  To get information on
registration and costs, go to:
http://www.state.tn.us/environment/swm/conference/

Environmental Law Track:
Environmental Crimes
Legislative Update and Hot Cases
Ethics
So You Don’t Want to Hire an Attorney… Part 2
Environmental Obligations in Bankruptcy
What Attorneys Dealing with TDEC Need to Know
Beyond the U.S. Supreme Court case of Atlantic Research
Waters of the U.S.? Waters of the State?
Brownfield Update

New Groundwater Regulations Undergoing Attorney General's
Review 
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by David Higney

After receiving written comments and conducting public hearings concerning
proposed amendments to the ground water classification rules (Tenn. Rules &
Regs. Chapter 1200-4-3-.07 to -.11) TDEC’s Division of Water Pollution Control
presented a modified version of the regulations to the Water Quality Control
Board at the January 15, 2008 meeting, in Nashville, for approval.  Also
presented for approval was a new provision on reporting requirements (Tenn.
Rules & Regs. Chapter 1200-4-3-.12) for identified ground water contamination,
which has been the subject of additional debate and commentary.  The Water
Quality Control Board approved the new rules and regulations at its January 15
meeting, and the proposed requirements are now undergoing review at the State
of Tennessee Attorney General’s Office.

The amendments are intended to minimize the confusion and ambiguity related
to the 1999 version of the ground water classification rules, and to allow for
greater consistency and uniformity in application.  Classifications are established
for special source ground water; general use ground water; site specific
impaired ground water; and, unusable ground water.  Requirements are stated
for remediating ground water and perched water, and the rules address water
quality criteria within the classifications.  Also, the regulations include a process
for petitioning the Water Quality Control Board to reclassify ground water as site
specific impaired groundwater.

Of note, Tenn. Rules & Regs. Chapter 1200-4-3-.12 establishes a ground water
contamination reporting requirement for certain property owners and
prospective purchasers.  Owners and prospective purchasers of property used for
commercial or industrial purposes who test ground water or perched water on
the property will be required to notify the Commissioner in situations “of any
contamination of [the groundwater or perched] water if it is currently used as
potable water and it exceeds general use criteria or if an environmental
professional engaged by such owner or prospective purchaser reasonably
concludes that it poses some other substantial risk to health or safety,”
including but not limited to situations in which vapors released from the water
are causing an explosion hazard or a current inhalation hazard.

Comments considered by the Division resulted in changing the proposed
reporting requirement from a “reasonable person” standard to one employing a
“reasonable conclusion of an environmental professional” standard.  Another
comment was the catalyst for a new paragraph allowing routine reporting of
ground water or perched water data to TDEC as part of a regulatory program
obligation to satisfy the requirements of the new reporting rule.  A comment to
exclude prospective purchasers from the new reporting requirements, however,
was rejected. 

Jon E. Hasting Memorial Writing Competition for Law Student
Members of the TBA Environmental Law Section 

The Environmental Law Section of the Tennessee Bar Association is sponsoring an
Annual Writing Competition, titled the Jon E. Hastings Memorial Award, in
memory of one of its outstanding founding members.  This is a juried award
selection for the best legal writing on a topic of Tennessee or federal
environmental law.

$1,200.00 CASH PRIZE POOL
ENTRIES DUE MARCH 28, 2008

Law Students sincerely interested in an environmental related practice as
evidenced by participation of one or more of the following:

    A. Paid student members of the Environmental Law Section of the Tennessee
Bar Association.
    B. A participating member of a university environmental law society or other
environmental law organization at a Tennessee-based university.
    C. Enrolled in or completed an environmental law class in law school at a
Tennessee-based university.
    D. A past or present member of a law school’s environmental moot court
team at a Tennessee-based university.

Law students who comply with these criteria, may submit an entry in
accordance with the Rules of Competition available from Environmental Law
professors, or may be obtained by sending an email to Lynn Pointer at
Lpointer@tnbar.org or you may download the competition announcement and
rules at:
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State of Mississippi's Lawsuit Against Memphis 

Historically, Tennesseans have not had to deal with the problems associated
with shortages of water.  However, the extended drought recently experienced
in many regions of the southeastern United States (including in Tennessee and
neighboring states), continued residential and commercial development, and
demand of water for agricultural uses has given us a glimpse of the kinds of
conflicts we are now seeing and will likely continue to see in the future.

Just a few weeks ago, I read an article about a bill recently filed in the Georgia
Legislature that would create a boundary line commission for the purpose of
resolving a dispute with the State of Tennessee on the boundary line between
Georgia and Tennessee.  It seems that the surveying team sent by Georgia to
chart the boundary line  in 1818 (in 1796, Congress designated Tennessee's
southern border as the 35th parallel) was a bit off the mark, and surveyors now
know that the Georgia-Tennessee border was placed about 1.1 miles south of
where it should have been.  If the boundary were to be moved, Georgia would
have direct access to the Tennessee River.1

Governor Bredesen was quoted in the article as saying that he does not believe
the effort in the Georgia Legislature is a step toward a more heated battle over
water rights in the region, but he was also quoted as saying "We will protect our
borders here in Tennessee.”2

On the other side of the State, parties have already gone to court over rights to
water.  In February of 2005, the State of Mississippi filed a lawsuit against the
City of Memphis and Memphis Light, Gas & Water in the United States District
Court for the Northern District of Mississippi.  In the complaint, the State of
Mississippi alleges that Memphis owes hundreds of millions of dollars for more
than its share of water taken from the deep aquifer that lies beneath both
Tennessee and Mississippi.  Mississippi also seeks to force Memphis to obtain a
portion of this water from the Mississippi River- a step that would require the
expenditure of millions of dollars to build a treatment plant.

Mississippi’s lawsuit has been viewed as unique.  Most of the water-rights
lawsuits throughout the United States have involved disputes over the flows from
rivers or streams and not disputes over groundwater.  Mississippi officials have
acknowledged that the impetus for the litigation came in a water-resources
report prepared for Tennessee.  The report discussed the potential for water
conflicts with neighboring states, noting that the Memphis pumping could impair
Mississippi's supplies.3

The water resource at issue in the lawsuit is commonly referred to as the
Memphis Sand.  The formation is about 700 feet thick and composed of fine
quartz sand laid about 70 million years ago when the sea surged unto the
Mississippi Embayment.  The aquifer is reported to cover 10,000 square miles
and is as big as Lake Erie but deeper.  The quality of the water from the
Memphis Sand is the result of many years of filtration.4

Memphis officials say the law and the facts favor the city, not Mississippi.  "We
are constitutionally and legally entitled to do exactly what we're doing," Leo
Bearman, Jr., the City’s legal counsel, has been quoted as saying.  Odell Horton
Jr., who in March of 2007 was general counsel for MLGW, said the utility isn't
taking Mississippi's water.  "Our wells go straight down," he was quoted as
saying. "They're not slanted in any way, and they're pulling water that's within
Tennessee's boundaries."  Horton said MLGW's pumping is reasonable, noting that
farmers in Arkansas are withdrawing much more water from the aquifer than the
utility.  Memphis has contended the northward flow of water in the aquifer is
entirely natural and that there's no evidence the MLGW pumping is depleting the
aquifer.5

According to Don Barrett, co-lead counsel for Mississippi, the arguments
Memphis uses as a defense miss the point.  "That's the first thing any thief says:
'I needed it, and they've got more than they need,' " he has been quoted as
saying.6

The trial was set to begin on February 4, 2008, and was projected to last three
to four weeks.   However, on the eve of trial, the federal district court judge
dismissed the lawsuit without prejudice.  The judge ruled that the state of
Tennessee is a necessary and indispensable party and that the United States
Supreme Court should hear the lawsuit.7  Attorneys for Mississippi said they will
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appeal Davidson's ruling to the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, and, if
unsuccessful there, file a lawsuit before the United States Supreme Court.8

Endnotes:
1 “Georgians thirst to move Tennessee state line,”
www.msnbc.msn.com/id/23076509/#story, February 8, 2008.  Two side effects of a
change in the boundary noted in the article could also be that Georgia would get a
portion of Chattanooga and Mississippi would get a portion of Memphis.

2 Id.

3 “Water Fight at MLGW -- Mississippi's $1 Billion Lawsuit Accuses Utility of Aquifer
Robbery,” 
The Commercial Appeal was identified as the source of the article, March 13, 2007.

4  “Money, supply at risk as states' squabble over aquifer heads to court,” The
Commercial Appeal, January 27, 2008.

5 “Water Fight at MLGW -- Mississippi's $1 Billion Lawsuit Accuses Utility of Aquifer
Robbery.”

6 “Water Fight at MLGW -- Mississippi's $1 Billion Lawsuit Accuses Utility of Aquifer
Robbery.”

7  The United States Supreme Court has original jurisdiction over “Controversies between
two or more States,” see the United States Constitution, Article III, §2.

8  “U.S. judge says he can't rule on Memphis case,” The Commercial Appeal, February 5,
2008.
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